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Abstract: Estimating and testing for differences in molecular pheno-
types (e.g. gene expression, chromatin accessibility, transcription factor
binding ) across conditions is an important part of understanding the
molecular basis of gene regulation. These phenotypes are commonly mea-
sured using high-throughput sequencing assays (e.g., RNA-seq, ATAC-
seq, ChIP-seq), which provide high-resolution count data that reflect
how the phenotypes vary along the genome. Multiple methods have been
proposed to help exploit these high-resolution measurements for differ-
ential expression analysis. However, they ignore the count nature of the
data, instead using normal approximations that work well only for data
with large sample sizes or high counts. Here we develop count-based
methods to address this problem. We model the data for each sample
using an inhomogeneous Poisson process with spatially structured un-
derlying intensity function, and then, building on multi-scale models for
the Poisson process, estimate and test for differences in the underlying
intensity function across samples (or groups of samples). Using both sim-
ulation and real ATAC-seq data we show that our method outperforms
previous normal-based methods, especially in situations with small sam-
ple sizes or low counts.
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1. Introduction

To understand the molecular basis of gene regulation, scientists often study
the way that molecular phenotypes—such as gene expression (Marioni et al.,
2008; Moyerbrailean et al., 2015), chromatin accessibility (Buenrostro et al.,
2013), and transcription factor binding (Luca et al., 2013; Buenrostro et al.,
2013) —vary among samples or treatment conditions (e.g., different environ-
ments, developmental stages, or tissues). These phenotypes are usually mea-
sured using sequencing-based assays—such as RNA-seq (Mortazavi et al.,
2008; Wang et al., 2008; Marioni et al., 2008), ChIP-seq (Johnson et al.,
2007; Barski et al., 2007; Mikkelsen et al., 2007), DNase-seq (Boyle et al.,
2008; Hesselberth et al., 2009), and ATAC-seq (Buenrostro et al., 2013)—
which are cheap and high throughput. Collectively we refer to these assays
as ∗-seq. These ∗-seq assays provide high-resolution measurements across
the whole genome that reflect how the molecular phenotypes vary along the
genome. Specifically, for each location in the genome, these assays provide a
“count” of the number of sequences that arose from that location, where the
size of the count reflects the intensity of the underlying phenotype at that
location. In this paper we develop methods to detect and estimate differences
in this intensity among samples along the genome, taking account of both
the high-resolution and the count nature of the data.

The simplest approach to this problem is to divide the genome into re-
gions, add up the counts in each sample in each region, and then test for
differences in these total counts using one of a wide range of analysis meth-
ods available for this task (e.g., DESeq2 (Love, Huber and Anders, 2014),
edgeR (Robinson, McCarthy and Smyth, 2010), limma+voom (Law et al.,
2014)). We refer to these methods as “overall expression methods” because
their most common usage is in gene expression studies, where the regions
usually correspond to genes, and the methods aim to detect differences in
the overall expression of each gene. The main limitation of this approach is
the difficulty of selecting an appropriate region size: if regions are too small
then the methods will have no power due to low counts; if regions are too big
then one loses the sensitivity of the inference, and indeed one risks missing
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signals that affect smaller subregions. In other words these approaches, while
simple, do not fully exploit the high-resolution measurements in ∗-seq data.

To address this problem several authors have developed methods that aim
to make better use of the high-resolution measurements (Shim and Stephens,
2015; Lee and Morris, 2016; Frazee et al., 2014; Collado-Torres et al., 2017).
Shim and Stephens (2015) and Lee and Morris (2016) proposed wavelet-
based methods which test for differences at multiple resolutions simulta-
neously, combining information across resolutions to avoid the problems of
selecting a single resolution or region size. Frazee et al. (2014) and Collado-
Torres et al. (2017) presented approaches which compute base-resolution test
statistics along the genome, identify regions of consecutive bases showing a
common differential expression signature, and test for each region by com-
bining information across bases in the region. The main limitation of these
methods is that they use a normal distribution to model the read counts,
which can work well if counts are sufficiently high, or sample sizes are suffi-
ciently large, but performs poorly for small sample sizes or low counts (Shim
and Stephens, 2015). Finally, Ma and Soriano (2018) introduced a multi-scale
method for analysis of distributional variance which uses hierarchical non-
parametric models. However, this method focuses on modelling differences
in relative frequency at multiple resolutions, ignoring differences in overall
expression in regions, so it is not directly applicable to typical differential
expression analysis.

In this paper, we introduce a method, multiseq, that 1) better exploits
high-resolution measurements in the ∗-seq data, as well as 2) directly models
the count nature of the data (see Supplementary Material Table 1). Specif-
ically, we assume that the count data for each sample are generated by an
inhomogeneous Poisson process with a spatially structured underlying inten-
sity function, and estimate this intensity function using extensions of exist-
ing multi-scale models for inhomogeneous Poisson processes (Kolaczyk, 1999;
Timmermann and Nowak, 1999; Xing, Carbonetto and Stephens, 2021). A
key innovation of our method is that it estimates and tests for the differ-
ences in the underlying intensity among samples, taking account of the fact
that these difference will be spatially structured. We illustrate the bene-
fits of multiseq— particularly for small sample sizes or low counts—using
both simulation and real data analyses. We apply mutliseq to ATAC-seq
data of 3 copper treated and 3 control samples for a large-scale differen-
tial chromatin accessibility analysis involving hundreds of thousands of tests.
We find that multiseq identifies 1083 differences at the false discovery rate
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0.05, which is 2.6 and 1.6 times the number of differences identified by
a normal-based method and a simpler overall expression method, respec-
tively. Our methods are implemented in the R package multiseq, available at
https://github.com/heejungshim/multiseq.

2. Materials and methods

Assume that we have ∗-seq data from n samples across a genomic region
divided into B equal bins. Specifically, the data consist of the “read counts” in
each sample that map to each bin. Here, “map to a bin” means that the start
of the read falls in the bin, so each read maps to exactly one bin. (The choice
of bin-width constitutes a trade-off between computation and resolution. For
example, the highest possible resolution of analysis would be at the single
base level: each bin would be of length 1bp. However, computation could be
reduced – typically by a factor of >10 – by using bins of length 10bp.) Let
yib denote the read count for sample i in bin b, and let yi denote the vector
(yi1, . . . , y

i
B).

We model the read counts as arising from an inhomogeneous Poisson pro-
cess:

yib ∼ Pois(λib). (1)

At a high level our goal is to estimate λib, and in particular to identify which
bins b show differences in λib among samples i (or between groups of samples).
Our methods are designed to address the following challenge. The information
available for each bin b is very limited. For example, in the extreme case where
each bin contains a single base, the typical number of reads in each bin could
be 0 or 1. In this case, analyzing the data bin-by-bin will be hopeless. One
solution would be to make the bins big enough to make such bin-by-bin
analysis tractable. However, if the bins are made too big, this approach risks
missing fine-resolution signals. To avoid this, we instead take a “multi-scale”
approach to combine information across bins, exploiting the idea that nearby
bins will often (though not always) tend to have similar effects, to smooth
estimates across bins.

To implement this in practice we generalize previous multi-scale smooth-
ing methods for inhomogeneous Poisson processes (Kolaczyk, 1999; Tim-
mermann and Nowak, 1999; Xing, Carbonetto and Stephens, 2021). These
methods essentially fit (1) for a single sample i, combining information across
b. We review these methods in the next subsection before describing our ex-
tension to multiple samples.

https://github.com/heejungshim/multiseq
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2.1. Multi-scale models for inhomogeneous Poisson processes:
single sample

Consider the model (1) for a single sample i = 1. To lighten notation we drop
the superscript i, and so the observed data are y = (y1, . . . , yB) with

yb ∼ Pois(λb). (2)

Consider estimating λ = (λ1, . . . , λB) under the assumption that λ is “spa-
tially structured”: that is, where |λb−λb+1| is small for most (but not neces-
sarily all) b. For simplicity we assume that B is a power of 2, so B = 2J for
some J .

The multi-scale approach to this problem involves two steps:

1. Reparameterize the Poisson model (2) using a 1-1 “multi-scale” trans-
formation (Kolaczyk, 1999; Timmermann and Nowak, 1999), λ = fms(α, λtot)
defined below. The key property of this reparameterization is that each
element of α captures the spatial variation in λ at a particular scale
(resolution) and location. Consequently one can capture the idea that
λ is spatially structured by modelling sparsity of α, which is relatively
straightforward. This is similar to the key idea of wavelets (Donoho
and Johnstone, 1995), which are widely used in this way for Gaussian
processes.

2. Perform shrinkage-based estimation ofα. Xing, Carbonetto and Stephens
(2021) do this by making a normal approximation to the likelihood for
α, and then using the Empirical Bayes (EB) shrinkage methods from
Stephens (2016).

Here we briefly summarize each step; see Xing, Carbonetto and Stephens
(2021) for further details.

At scale s = 1, . . . , log2(B) define 2s−1 “locations” l by dividing the indices
{1, . . . , B} into 2s−1 equal groups of consecutive indices, and let Isl denote
the indices of location l at scale s so formed. For example, at scale 3 there
are 22 = 4 locations, and:

I31 = [1, B/4]; (3)

I32 = [B/4 + 1, B/2]; (4)

I33 = [B/2 + 1, 3B/4]; (5)

I34 = [3B/4 + 1, B]. (6)
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where [a, b] denotes the indices (a, a+1, . . . , b). Further let I−sl , I
+
sl respectively

denote the first and second halves of the indices in Isl. So, for example,
I−31 = [1, B/8] and I+31 = [B/8 + 1, B/4].

Now let λ−sl, λ
+
sl respectively denote the sums of the values of λ across

indices I−sl and I+sl . So,

λ−sl :=
∑
i∈I−sl

λi; λ+sl :=
∑
i∈I+sl

λi. (7)

Finally define the multi-scale parameters α by

αsl := log[λ−sl/λ
+
sl]. (8)

The intuition is that αsl captures the change in (log) intensity between the
first and second half of location Isl. In particular, if λ is constant in Isl
then αsl = 0. When combined with the total intensity, λtot :=

∑b
i=1 λi,

the α represent a 1-1 “multi-scale” reparameterization of λ, and we write
λ = fms(α, λtot).

A key property of this reparameterization is that the likelihood factorizes
into independent terms (Kolaczyk, 1999). Specifically:

p(y;α, λtot) = Pois(
∑
b

yb;λtot)
∏
sl

Bin
(
y−sl ; y

−
sl + y+sl , exp(αsl)/(1 + exp(αsl))

)
(9)

where Pois(·;λ) denotes the probability mass function (pmf) of the Poisson
distribution with parameter λ, Bin(·;n, p) denotes the pmf of the Binomial
distribution with n trials and success probability p, and y−sl , y

+
sl denote, re-

spectively, the sum of yb over the indices I−sl , I
+
sl . This result follows from the

elementary distributional result: if y1, y2 are independent, with yj ∼ Pois(λj)
then

p(y1, y2|λ1, λ2) = Pois(y1 + y2;λ1 + λ2)Bin(y1; y1 + y2, λ1/(λ1 + λ2). (10)

From (9) we note that the information in the data about αsl is exactly
that contained in a single binomial observation, which can be written

y−sl ∼ Bin(y−sl + y+sl , psl) (11)

αsl = log(psl/(1− psl)). (12)

With this reparameterization in place, the second step of the multi-scale
approach is to perform shrinkage estimation of α. Xing, Carbonetto and
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Stephens (2021) perform this shrinkage estimation by introducing normal
approximations to the binomial likelihoods in (9), giving an (approximate)
likelihood L(α;y) of the form:

L(α;y) =
∏
sl

N(α̂sl;αsl, s
2
sl), (13)

where N(·;µ, σ2) denotes the density of a normal distribution with mean µ
and variance σ2, and α̂sl, s

2
sl are respectively estimates for αsl and its stan-

dard error based on a binomial observation. This allows them to exploit the
flexible EB shrinkage methods from Stephens (2016) to perform the shrink-
age estimation. Specifically these methods perform shrinkage by estimating
a prior distribution, g, for the elements of α of the form:

g(·;π) = π0δ0(·) +
K∑
k=1

πkN(·; 0, σ2
k), (14)

where δ0(·) denotes a point mass at 0 and σ1, . . . , σK dente a large and dense
grid of fixed positive numbers spanning a range from very small to very big.
The mixture proportions π = (π0, . . . , πK), which are non-negative and sum
to one, are estimated by maximum likelihood. The posterior on the elements
of α given this estimated prior then has a closed form. See Stephens (2016)
for details.

Xing, Carbonetto and Stephens (2021) also describe other details to im-
prove performance. In particular, to allow for different amounts of shrink-
age at different scales, they use scale-specific mixing proportions π̂s in (14),
and estimate these using a “translation-invariant” transform (Coifman and
Donoho, 1995) that efficiently averages results over all translations of the
data. This averaging across translations also helps avoid artifactually large
changes in estimated λ that can otherwise occur (for example) exactly half-
way across the region.

2.2. multiseq: multi-scale models for inhomogeneous Poisson
processes from multiple groups of samples

The main methodological contribution of our paper is to extend the ideas
above to the multi-sample case. Specifically, we consider the model:

yib|αi, λitot ∼ Pois(λib) i = 1, . . . , n, (15)
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where λib represents the b-th component of the multi-scale transformation
λi = fms(α

i, λitot) described above.
We assume that a covariate X i is measured on each sample i; for concrete-

ness we assume X i ∈ {0, 1} is a binary group membership, but our methods
apply equally to a continuous covariate. To model the effect of X i on the
intensity λi, we introduce a linear model for the multi-scale parameters αi:

αisl = µsl + βslX
i + uisl, (16)

where µsl denotes the mean of αsl for samples with X i = 0, βsl denotes the
effect of X i on αsl, and uisl denotes a zero-mean individual-specific random
effect to model both over-dispersion and biological variability among samples.

Our goal now is to perform shrinkage-based estimation of the multi-scale
parameters µsl, which captures the mean Poisson intensity across samples,
and—more importantly for our purposes—βsl, which captures the difference
in intensity between groups. By performing shrinkage estimation we capture
that both the underlying intensity and the difference in intensity between
groups are expected to be spatially structured.

As in the single-sample case, the likelihood for the multi-scale parameters
factorizes across s, l. In particular, analogous to (11), the information in
µsl, βsl is contained in n binomial observations:

yi,−sl ∼ Bin(yi,−sl + yi,+sl , p
i
sl), (17)

log(pisl/(1− pisl)) = αisl = µsl + βslX
i + uisl i = 1, . . . , n. (18)

This is a generalized (binomial) linear mixed model, and so we can use stan-
dard methods to obtain estimates µ̂sl, β̂sl and their corresponding standard
errors sµsl , sβsl . Similar to Xing, Carbonetto and Stephens (2021) we then
use these estimates and standard errors to form a normal approximation to
the likelihood,

L(µ,β;Y ) =
∏
sl

N(µ̂sl;µsl, s
2
µsl

)N(β̂sl; βsl, s
2
βsl

), (19)

and apply the methods from Stephens (2016) to produce shrinkage estimates
of µ and β.

This shrinkage estimation approach leads to smooth estimates of both the
mean log-intensity in each group and the difference in log-intensity between
the two groups. The methods also provide posterior distributions for µ and
β and the marginal likelihood integrating out µ and β. Details are given in
Supplementary Material. In addition, Supplementary Material describes:
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• A standard approach to fit the generalized linear mixed model pro-
vides estimates and standard errors for µ and β, but we modified this
procedure slightly to improve performance in practice.

• The likelihood for µsl, βsl in (17)-(18) does not in general factorize into
a term for µsl and a term for βsl. Thus, to improve the approximation
in (19), we reparameterize, following Wakefield (2009), from µsl, βsl to
µ∗sl, βsl, whose likelihoods asymptotically factorize into two independent
terms.

• The effect of X on the overall expression (intensity) λtot can be mod-
elled in multiple ways. Our software provides two approaches that are
based on generalized linear models with random effects: Poisson regres-
sion and binomial regression. Both approaches address the issue of dif-
ferent sequencing depths across samples. The former has been adapted
by widely-used overall expression methods for differential analysis (e.g.,
DESeq2 (Love, Huber and Anders, 2014) and edgeR (Robinson, Mc-
Carthy and Smyth, 2010)). Thus, our software provides an option to
incorporate outputs from the existing methods for the Poisson regres-
sion approach. We used the output from DESeq2 in the analysis of this
paper.

2.2.1. Testing for differences in molecular phenotype over the region
between multiple groups of samples

To test for non-zero differences (i.e., effects) over the region, we test the null
hypothesis H0 : βsl = 0 ∀s, l. This is equivalent to testing π0 = 1 in the
prior (14) for β, which, following Shim and Stephens (2015), we test using
the likelihood ratio test statistic

Λ =
∏
sl

P(β̂sl|s2βsl , π̂)

P(β̂sl|s2βsl , π0 = 1)
, (20)

where π̂ denotes the maximum likelihood estimate π̂ := arg max
∏

sl P(β̂sl|s2βsl ,π);

see Supplementary Material for details of the marginal likelihood P(β̂sl|s2βsl ,π).
We assess the significance of the likelihood ratio test statistic using its em-
pirical distribution under H0. The empirical distribution can be obtained by
permutation (i.e., permutation of sample labels for X; see Shim and Stephens
(2015)) or by using a data set that is expected to have no difference in pheno-
type among samples (e.g., by comparing controls vs controls; see our analysis
in section 3).
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2.2.2. Effect size estimation

The factorized normal likelihood and mixture priors on β yield closed forms
for the posterior distributions; see Supplementary Material. To provide more
interpretable estimates of the effect of X, we wish to convert these posteriors
in the multi-scale space to posteriors for the underlying log-intensity func-
tion logλ in the original observation space. We define the effect on base b
in the observation space as βob := log(λ

(1)
b /λ

(0)
b ), where λ(0),λ(1) denote the

values for λ for an individual in group 0 and 1 respectively, whose random
effects u in (16) are set to 0. The posterior on βo does not have a simple an-
alytic form. However, we can approximate the pointwise posterior mean and
variance using Taylor series approximations (see Supplementary Material).
Other types of posterior inference could be performed by sampling from the
posterior for βo, which can be achieved by first simulating samples from the
posteriors on µ and β, and transforming them to posterior samples for βo

using the relationship with λ (see Supplementary Material).

3. Results

In this section, we assess the performance of multiseq against existing meth-
ods on both simulated and real data sets. We first illustrate the advantages
of multiseq compared to WaveQTL (Shim and Stephens, 2015), which fails
to directly model the count nature of ∗-seq data, in a simulation study. Then,
we show the application of multiseq to real data with small sample size, and
compare multiseq with WaveQTL and an overall expression method, DESeq2
(Love, Huber and Anders, 2014).

3.1. Simulation study

To demonstrate the benefits of multiseq in the analysis of data sets with
small sample sizes or low read counts, we compared multiseq with WaveQTL
on simulated data. (Supplementary Material presents results for the overall
expression method DESeq2 (Love, Huber and Anders, 2014), which performs
consistently less well than multiseq here because it does not exploit the high-
resolution information in the data.)

Following Shim and Stephens (2015), we simulated realistic data by sub-
sampling reads from a real DNase-seq data set from Degner et al. (2012)
which measures chromatin accessibility (Boyle et al., 2008) along the genome.
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These data consist of ≈ 2.75 B reads for 70 samples (≈ 39 M reads per
sample). We performed simulations using the 544 regions of length 1024bp
that were reported as associated with genetic variants in Shim and Stephens
(2015). For each region, we simulated two data sets for varying sample sizes
(6, 10, and 70) and expected library read depths (39×0.1 M, 39×0.5 M, 39
M, 39×2 M, 39× 4 M), each of which has two groups with an equal number
of samples in each group. One of the two data sets is null (i.e., no effect)
and the other is non-null, with the effect given by the estimated true effects
from Shim and Stephens (2015). See Supplementary Material for the detailed
simulation procedure. This procedure results in 1088 data sets (544 null and
544 non-null) for each sample size and expected library depth.

We applied multiseq and WaveQTL to each simulated data set, obtained
the test statistic for each method (the likelihood ratio test statistic in (20) for
multiseq and a similar likelihood ratio statistic for WaveQTL; see Shim and
Stephens (2015) for details), and assessed the performance of each method
based on area under the receiver operating characteristic curve (AUC).

3.1.1. multiseq has a potential to better maintain power at small sample
sizes or for low read counts compared to WaveQTL

We first present results for varying sample sizes (6, 10, and 70) at a sinlge
expected library read depth (39 M). Compared with WaveQTL, multiseq
achieved higher AUC at all three sample sizes, with larger difference in per-
formance at smaller sample sizes (Fig 1A).

Next we present results for varying library read depth (39 M to 39×0.5 M,
39×0.1 M) at fixed sample size (70). The results in Fig 1B show that multiseq
achieved higher AUC than WaveQTL at all three library read depths. In
particular, for the lowest expected read depth of 39×0.1 M, WaveQTL has
almost no power to detect signals (AUC=0.56), while multiseq still shows a
moderate power (AUC=0.68).

In summary, these simulations illustrate the potential of multiseq, which
directly models the count nature of ∗-seq data, to better maintain power at
small sample sizes or for low read counts compared to WaveQTL.
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Fig 1: multiseq has a potential to better maintain power at small
sample sizes or for low read counts compared to WaveQTL. Perfor-
mance of multiseq (in blue) and WaveQTL (in orange) is assessed at different
sample sizes (n) or expected library read depths (LRD) by using area under
the receiver operating characteristic curve (AUC). Panel A shows the per-
formance at the expected library read depth of 39 M as sample size varies
over 70, 10, and 6. Panel B shows the performance at sample size 70 as the
expected library read depth decreases from 39 M to 39×0.5 M, 39×0.1 M.
Panel C shows the performance at the sample size 6 as the expected library
read depth increases to 39×2 M and 39×4 M.

3.1.2. For small sample sizes, increasing library read depths leads to better
performance of multiseq

Previous studies have shown that power of overall expression methods to
detect effects in lowly-expressed regions can be increased by increasing li-
brary read depth (Tarazona et al., 2011; Robinson and Storey, 2014). Fig 1B
shows that power of both multiseq and WaveQTL increases with library
read depth at the relatively large sample size 70. Now we assess the per-
formance improvement at the smaller sample size 6. The results (Fig 1C)
confirm that increased read depths lead to better performance for multiseq.
For example, the AUC for multiseq at the sample size 6 with 39×2 M and
39×4 M read depths (0.76 and 0.83, respectively) are higher than the AUC
of multiseq at the larger sample size 10 with 39 M library read depth (0.72).
However, consistent with previous studies of overall expression methods (Liu,
Zhou and White, 2014; Busby et al., 2013), there is an upper bound in the
performance improvement as read depth increases (Supplementary Material
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Figure 1). While WaveQTL also shows improved performance for increased
read depths, the rate of increase is relatively small compared to multiseq
(Fig 1C).

3.2. ATAC-seq data analysis

3.2.1. Data

To understand regulatory mechanisms underlying cellular response to envi-
ronmental perturbations, we collected ATAC-seq data to measure chromatin
accessibility in samples treated with copper, as well as two types of controls
(control 1 and control 2). We measured three samples for each condition,
giving nine samples in all, and generated a total of ≈ 627 M 38bp paired-end
reads. See Supplementary Material for a detailed description of the data and
preprocessing steps. Our goal is to detect differences in chromatin accessi-
bility in copper-treated samples vs control. Since no difference in chromatin
accessibility is expected between the two controls, we use these to construct
an empirical null distribution of the test statistic for each method, and then
compare the copper-treated sample to one of the controls.

3.2.2. Analysis

Accessible chromatin regions, which tend to contain functional elements of
the genome, have a median length of about 300bp (Degner et al., 2012).
Thus, we analysed regions of length 1024bp, which are large enough to cover
potential differences due to functional elements. (See Shim and Stephens
(2015) for a discussion of robustness of multi-scale methods to choice of
region size, and trade-offs between power and computation.) We focused our
differential analysis on 242,714 regions that are the top 5% of regions with
the highest chromatin accessibility (see Supplementary Material for details).

For each region, we applied multiseq, WaveQTL, and DESeq2 to the copper
treated vs. control 1 samples, and computed the test statistic for each method
for H0 : no difference in chromatin accessibility between the conditions for the
entire region. We used the likelihood ratio test statistic in (20) for multiseq
and a similar likelihood ratio statistic for WaveQTL (see Shim and Stephens
(2015) for details). We applied DESeq2 using the total read count over each
region as input (bin size = 1024) and used a p-value for each region as a
test statistic. We then assessed the significance of the test statistic for each
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method using its empirical distribution under H0, constructed by applying
the method to the two controls (control 1 vs. control 2). By this procedure,
we obtained for each method a p-value testing H0 for each region which
we converted to a q-value using the qvalue package (Storey et al., 2020).
We compared the methods by the number of differentially expressed regions
(DERs) detected at a given q-value threshold (more DERs being better).

3.2.3. multiseq outperforms WaveQTL

Fig 2A shows the number of DERs for each method as the False Discovery
Rate (FDR) varies from 0.001 to 0.1. multiseq detects considerably more
DERs than WaveQTL at all values of the FDR (the blue line for multiseq
is above the orange line for WaveQTL). For example, at FDR = 0.05, mul-
tiseq identifies 1083 DERs, which is 2.64 times the 411 DERs identified by
WaveQTL. In addition, multiseq identifies most DERs found by WaveQTL
(Fig 2B).

3.2.4. The advantages of multiseq are greatest for low-count regions

We hypothesized that the advantages of multiseq will be greatest in regions
of lower read counts. To assess this we compute the total read count across
6 samples for each region, and compared the distributions of these total
read counts for two sets of regions: 1) 271 DERs detected by multiseq and
WaveQTL (FDR = 0.05 for both methods, blue points in Fig 2B) and 2) 186
DERs detected by multiseq (FDR = 0.05), but not WaveQTL (FDR = 0.5,
red points in Fig 2B). The results (Fig 2C) show that the DERs identified
only by multiseq (set 2) have much lower read counts than those detected by
both methods (median total read count: 1660 and 344 for the set 1 and set 2,
respectively). This confirms that multiseq is better powered for regions with
lower read counts compared to WaveQTL.

3.2.5. multiseq increases power using high-resolution information in the
data, in addition to total read counts over the regions

A potential advantage of multiseq over overall expression methods (e.g.,
DESeq2 (Love, Huber and Anders, 2014), edgeR (Robinson, McCarthy and
Smyth, 2010)) is that it can exploit the high-resolution information in the
measurements. To assess the contribution of this feature to this analysis, we
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A B

C D

Fig 2: Comparison of multiseq with WaveQTL and DESeq2. Panel A
shows the number of DERs identified by each method at a given FDR. The
grey line indicates FDR = 0.05. Panel B shows a scatter plot of the q-values
from multiseq versus the q-values from WaveQTL. The q-values are computed
by the qvalue package (Storey et al., 2020). The dashed line indicates the
y = x line. The 271 DERs detected by both methods at FDR = 0.05 are
colored in blue. The 186 DERs detected by multiseq at FDR = 0.05, but
missed by WaveQTL at FDR = 0.5, are colored in red. Most points are
above or around the y = x line, reflecting that most DERs identified by
WaveQTL are detected by multiseq. Panel C shows the distributions of the
total read count for two sets of regions: 1) DERs detected by both multiseq
and WaveQTL (blue points in panel A) and 2) DERs detected by multiseq,
but not WaveQTL (red points in panel A). For better visualization, regions
with very large read counts (the 7 regions in set 1 with total read count >
6000) are excluded from the distributions. Panel D shows a scatter plot of
the q-values from multiseq versus the q-values from DESeq2. Most points
are above or around the y = x line, indicating that multiseq identifies most
DERs detected by DESeq2.
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compared multiseq to DESeq2. Since multiseq uses the output from DESeq2
to compute a likelihood ratio measuring the support for the difference in
overall expression (see Supplementary Material) and then combines it with
the higher-resolution information from its multi-scale model, any difference
in performance between multiseq and DESeq2 is due to the additional infor-
mation in the higher-resolution information. Fig 2A shows that multiseq in-
creases power compared to DESeq2 for most values of the FDR, with slightly
decreased power at FDR = 0.02 ∼ 0.036. The increased power indicates the
contribution of the high-resolution information to the identification of re-
gions with differential chromatin accessibility. Moreover, multiseq identifies
the majority of DERs detected by DESeq2 (Fig 2D). See Supplementary Ma-
terial for a comparison to DESeq2 with different bin sizes, where multiseq
consistently outperforms them.

It is natural to ask what kinds of patterns of effects are better suited to
multi-scale analysis. Shim and Stephens (2015) showed that overall expres-
sion methods are well powered to identify effects appearing on most regions
in the same direction, but that multi-scale methods have an advantage for
effects over much shorter scales or in opposite directions. We observed con-
sistent patterns in this study. Fig 3 and Fig 4 show two example of DERs
identified by multiseq, but not DESeq2, which we now discuss in turn.

The DER in Fig 3 shows strong effects in multiple areas. The effect in the
first pink area is consistent in direction over about 50bp and the effects in
the other pink areas are in opposite directions over about 100bp. DESeq2
missed this signal because the effects in opposite directions partially cancel
each other out, leading to a weak overall signal in the 1024bp region. multi-
seq makes better use of the whole signal and easily captured it. Furthermore,
we applied DESeq2 with smaller bin sizes (300bp and 100bp), and only DE-
Seq2 with 100bp bin successfully detects the signal (Supplementary Material
Figure 2).

The DER in Fig 4 has effects in a relatively narrow area (the pink areas
span ≈ 20bp). While multiseq captured this signal, DESeq2 failed to detect
it partly because the signal affects the area much smaller than DESeq2 bin
size (20bp � 1024 bp), and also because the effects in opposite directions
partially cancel each other out. DESeq2 with smaller bin sizes still missed
this signal (Supplementary Material Figure 3).

See Shim and Stephens (2015) for more extensive comparisons and discus-
sions of the benefits of multi-scale approaches vs overall expression methods.
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Fig 3: Example of DERs identified by multiseq, but missed by DE-
Seq2 (chr1:568739-569762). The top two panels show the average Tn5
insertion rates along the region for each group with different limits of the
y-axis. The bottom panel shows the posterior mean for effect size, i.e., the
difference in log-intensity between the two groups (blue), and ±2.6 poste-
rior standard deviations (sky blue). Areas showing strong difference (zero is
outside of the interval constructed by the two sky blue lines) are colored in
pink. For multiseq, log Λ ≈ 98.91; p-value ≈ 0.0000034. For DESeq2, p-value
≈ 0.19.
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Fig 4: Example of DERs identified by multiseq, but missed by DE-
Seq2 (chr1:111764939-111765962). Labels and colors are as in Fig 3. In
the top panel, the green block indicates the putative CTCF binding site, iden-
tified by the software CENTIPEDE (Pique-Regi et al., 2011). The bottom
panel shows the posterior mean for effect size and ±1.5 posterior standard
deviations. For multiseq, log Λ = 10.49; p-value ≈ 0.000019. For DESeq2,
p-value ≈ 0.23.
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3.2.6. Potential mechanism underlying the difference in chromatin
accessibility

In Fig 4, the pink areas with effects occur near a binding site for CTCF (CC-
CTC binding factor). This suggests that the observed changes in chromatin
accessibility in this region may be related to changes in CTCF binding. In-
deed, independent analysis of copper-treated and control samples using the
software CENTIPEDE (Pique-Regi et al., 2011) shows a change in CTCF
binding strength between two conditions (posterior odds: 540 in copper-
treatment and 405 in control samples). Moreover, using RNA-seq data from
Moyerbrailean et al. (2015) measuring gene expression on the same samples,
we tested for differential gene expression in nearby genes, and observed a
23% decrease of gene expression of CHI3L2, a gene within 1 Kb of this DER.
It therefore seems plausible that the increase in CTCF binding in copper-
treated samples insulates CHI3L2, causing the decrease in gene expression
by insulating its promoter. (However, note that this discussion of potential
mechanism is inevitably speculative given the limits of current data.)

3.2.7. Computation

Analysis of the entire data set (242,714 tests of copper treatment vs control
1 and 242,714 tests of two controls) took about 103 CPU hours (user +
system). This consisted of 10 hours for the data preprocessing and 93 hours
for running multiseq. Because the analysis of each region is independent, the
entire analysis is massively parallelizable in a naive way (on average 0.76 sec
CPU time for each region). Software and scripts implementing our methods
and analyses are available at https://github.com/heejungshim/multiseq
and https://github.com/heejungshim/multiseq_Shim_et_al.

4. Discussion

We have developed a novel multi-scale method, multiseq, to estimate and test
for differences in molecular phenotypes between multiple groups of samples
using high-throughput sequencing data. The method is built on multi-scale
models for inhomogeneous Poisson processes which enable multiseq to have
two features: 1) better use of the high-resolution information in the data, and
2) direct modeling of the count nature of the data. The first feature allows
multiseq to effectively detect differences that vary in scales or directions.

https://github.com/heejungshim/multiseq
https://github.com/heejungshim/multiseq_Shim_et_al
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Previous work (Shim and Stephens, 2015) demonstrated the advantages of
multi-scale approaches over overall expression methods, and our experiments
support these results. The second feature, which is a main contribution of
our work, allows multiseq to better maintain power in the analysis of data
with small sample sizes or low read counts compared to the previous normal-
based methods. We demonstrate this advantage on the simulation study with
data sets of different sample sizes and library read depths, and the analysis of
ATAC-seq data with small sample size 6. Finally, multiseq is computationally
tractable for a large-scale differential expression analysis involving hundreds
of thousands of tests.

Although multiseq was motivated by differential high-throughput sequenc-
ing data analysis for molecular phenotypes, it could be more generally ap-
plied to association analysis between a sequence of counts and other covari-
ate, either continuous or discrete. For example, it could be used to detect
associations between a molecular phenotype, such as chromatin accessibil-
ity measured by the sequencing data, and a continuous covariate, such as
gene expression. Or, it could be used to detect and estimate differences in
the intensity of any two (nonhomogenous) Poisson processes unrelated to
genomics, such as gamma-ray burst signals (Kolaczyk, 1999) in astronomy,
between two conditions.

In our ATAC-seq data analysis, we constructed the empirical null distri-
bution of the test statistic using a null data set that is expected to have no
differences in chromatin accessibility between conditions. This distribution is
required to obtain p-values that are used to compute q-values and estimate
FDR. Alternatively, a null distribution could be generated by permuting sam-
ple labels (e.g., see Shim and Stephens (2015)), or a Bayesian FDR could be
used to address the multiple testing issue, as it does not require p-values.
For example, Morris et al. (2008) used wavelet-based functional mixed mod-
els to identify positions (or bins) with absolute values of effect sizes > δ,
and introduced an approach for controlling the Bayesian FDR that uses the
posterior distributions of effect sizes. Ma and Soriano (2018) also controlled
the Bayesian FDR to identify resolutions/locations with significant signal in
their approach for analysis of distributional variance.

We have demonstrated that multiseq outperforms a wavelet-based ap-
proach, particularly in the analysis of data with small sample sizes or low read
counts. However, there are still opportunities for potential improvements.
First, the normal approximations to binomial likelihoods use the estimates
of parameters and their standard errors, but with small sample sizes, the
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estimated standard errors can be less stable. In genomics, this issue has been
addressed by using the shrinkage of the estimated sample variances to pooled
estimates which are more stable (Smyth, 2004). Incorporating the shrinkage
estimates to multiseq could potentially further improve performance in small
sample sizes. Second, our model assumes independent priors on effect sizes
across scales and locations, but in practice the strengths of effects in multi-
scale models tend to have dependencies - they tend to propagate across ad-
jacent locations and scales (Crouse, Nowak and Baraniuk, 1998). Priors that
exploit the dependencies, such as the tree-like structure described in Crouse,
Nowak and Baraniuk (1998), can effectively combine information across dif-
ferent scales and locations. Extending multiseq to impose such priors could
further improve performance.

Supplementary material

Supplementary material is available at https://github.com/heejungshim/
multiseq_Shim_et_al/blob/main/manuscript/multiseq_supp.pdf.
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